**Triangular Tomorrow**

**New Hampshire Jars Harriers**

Both varsity and freshman cross country teams were downed by the University of New Hampshire at Durham last Saturday. A homecoming crowd of 2000 watched the UNH harriers, leaders in the Yankee Conference, top the Beavers 15-49 in the varsity contest and 38-41 in the frosh fray.

George Withbroe, '61, paced the harriers for the third consecutive week with a seventh spot finish. Roger Hinrichs, '63, Steve Banks, '62, Paul Robertson, '61, and captain Herb Wegener, '61, ninth through 12th, respectively, rounded out the MIT scoring. Hans Hinterweger, '64, early leader in the race, battled a later UNH surge to cop third place in the preliminary encounter.

Both Tech squads return to their home course, Franklin Park, tomorrow, where a triangular battle is scheduled with Northeastern University and Coast Guard Academy. Past history of the meet indicates a fierce three-way struggle is to be anticipated.

---

**RCA, builder of Tiros Satellite, needs young engineers today for spectacular achievements tomorrow**

Tiros has broadened man's scope of the heavens and earth. From an orbiting observation post high in the sky, it transmits a new wealth of meteorological information to earth-bound stations below.

Tiros is only one of many RCA successes in the wide, wide world of electronics. And as the horizons of electronics steadily expand, the need for more and more competent and creative engineers increases in direct ratio. That's why RCA, now in the forefront of electronic progress, offers such tremendous opportunities for Electrical Engineers, Mechanical Engineers, and Physicists.

If you already know what you want to do in engineering...and are qualified, RCA can offer you direct assignments in your chosen field, and back you up with training and guidance by experienced engineers.

If you're not quite sure which direction you want to go...RCA's Design and Development Specialized Training will help to point the way. You'll receive full engineering salary while you progress through engineering assignments that give you a clear picture of various fields you might choose.

Or, if you'd like to continue your graduate study...RCA will pay full cost—tuition, fees and approved text—while you go to school or study two days a week, and work at RCA three days.

These are only a few of the many reasons for getting full information to earth-bound stations below.
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**IM Mat Tournament Next Week; Sailing, Tennis Continuing**

The annual intramural wrestling tournament will be held next Friday and Saturday at the du Pont Athletic Center. Both teams and individuals are eligible to compete, but team formation is encouraged. Team entries are due in the Athletic Association office by 4 P.M. today.

Each team may enter only one team in each of the seven weight classes: 150, 137, 147, 157, 177 lb and unlimited. Only persons who have not received a college letter or 1963 numerals are eligible. The weight check will be held Friday in the du Pont training room from 12-2 P.M.

**Sailing Under Way**

The fall segment of intramural sailing is nearing completion with races in teams of two boats each composed of skipper and crew. Points will be divided between the fall and spring winners, with the trophy going to the highest overall point winner.

**Tennis Finals Next Week**

Also moving toward a close is the IM tennis tournament. Quarter- and semi-final matches will be held this weekend, with consolation and final rounds set for next week, the winner being determined on the weekend.

**Tech Sailors Fifth In Danmark Trophy**

In the sailing meet held last weekend at Coast Guard Academy, in New London, Connecticut, for the Danmark Trophy, an MIT second team finished fifth. In the regatta, won by Boston University, MIT was represented by Ken Klare, '63, and Warren McCandless, '62.

There were two minor events also held the past weekend, on the Charles River. In one race, Mike Lifschitz, '63, and Chuck Glueck, '62, walked away from a field composed of six other schools.

The varsity sailing team was kept active last week in preparation for this weekend. This will be the heaviest sailing weekend of the fall, with four varsity meets scheduled, one of which is an intersectional meet at the Merchant Marine Academy, at King's Point, New York.

---

**How They Did**

Cross Country
N. Hampshire 15, MIT 49
N. Hampshire 18, MIT (F) 41
Boston College (M) 41
Brown 5, MIT (F) 0
Harvard 5, MIT (F) 1
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